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About This Game

Cossacks: European Wars is a historical real-time strategy based on events of the 16th through the 18th centuries in Europe,
when nations and states were created and demolished, and wars shed seas of blood. There are 16 nations or regions in Cossacks:

Algeria, Austria, England, France, the Netherlands, Piemonte, Poland, Portugal, Prussia, Russia, Saxony, Spain, Sweden,
Turkey, Ukraine, and Venice. Each has its own original graphics, economic and technical development peculiarities, military
advantages and drawbacks, and unique units and technologies, providing vast choices of tactics and strategy in war against any
enemy. Thus, England is the mightiest sea power, Austria has powerful light and heavy cavalry, and Cossacks are the pride of

the Ukrainian army.

Battles of up to 8,000 units may be conducted on single or network game maps. One can carry out lingering city sieges, wage
guerilla wars, capture commanding heights and arrange ambushes, deploy landing forces on enemy shores, and conduct sea

battles. The game system is arranged to reduce per-unit control and resource micromanagement, and to turn to global goals of
powerful economy formation, science development, the capturing of new lands, and defending borders.
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This is extremely lazy, and is a waste of time.
I want to believe it is a bug, the enemies disaapear on the way, I ran lonely.
And, shopping is not attractive.. This game is by far an experience that you WILL NOT FORGET!!! Might i add that you will
also not REGRET it in any way shape or form. Werf, but needs nerf.

Should be free but still werf..

Please fix the WHITEOUT bug.

Thank you for your hard work and efforts.. my fav game since i was a kid.. a good game with a great developer. Dont subsist ur
enemies, as they are more difficult than they seem. =]. with this dlc, you need to practice to drive carefully when you're going
via super narrow toll exits.
your truck might stuck when turning...... Game went on sale and being a fan of the genre I gave it ago.

Overall it's a fun game, for old schoolers being locked into combat will feel a bit weird (and old school tactics feel like cheese
later on when you get range attacks but I digress) once you overcome that, you're left with a straight forward dungeon romp
littered with the standard array of puzzles, loot and baddies.

If you're looking for grand scale adventure you won't find it here, what you will find is a 6-9 hour enjoyable disraction to break
up whatever other games you have been playing. The game overall is slated in the players favor and is very basic. You're unable
to quick weapon swap, unable to use the whole range of spells quickly, not dancing around the grid map, and many puzzles are
straight forward. The monsters are similarly scaled down to reflect these lack of options and tactics, so only when a boss
monster requires a gimmick to defeat will you really face much chance of actually death.

Overall I liked it, just don't be expecting too much going in, a few brain teasers and a fun day or two and you'll polish it off. But
if you're a fan of this style of game it's worth a few bucks and nice if you've got a day off.
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Excellent fun game, and at a bargain price. Still prefer the original though. CO-OP is dead, and the difficulty is broken.. in fact
this is a puzzle game, built on a same principle as a big hit both on mobile and steam platforms - Quell.
however, this one features greatly drawn comics graphics and interesting approach to ui. another difference - you operate
zombies eating brains :) Overall - i recommend.. This is a harsh and unforgiving game. Period. It does not hold your hand or
give you any inherent advantages. You have to fight and plan like you know what you're doing because if your idea of tactics is
a mob rush it's going to get VERY expensive for you very quickly.

That being said it offers a rather impressive tactical combat system involving short\/long ranges for weapons, requiring the
intelligent use of cover and troop designs where you can be strong or fast but rarely both. The upgrade system has more depth
than most realize at first glance as the 'generic +1 upgrades' are actually a surprisingly powerful way to make your troops more
durable or specialize them to a combat role, i.e. static defenders focus on cover and long range damage, assault types utilize
armor\/health and close range, etc.)

The inclusion of different armor tiers is a very nice touch given the size of most of the maps, but the rocket problems (see
below) force the lighter and faster troops to the wayside in favor of simple survivability. The faction troops are another very
interesting idea, but one I simply haven't had time to fully explore.

The early mechs are light weight, fast, and heavily armed... but also rather fragile so protect your pilots if you want to use those
bigger more devastating machines later.

The game only actually has a couple glaring problems that unfortunately overshadow some excellent system designs.

 Rockets are fired at a particular point, never miss and fire through cover, which combined with the AOE and extreme damage
make them arguably the perfect weapon. This is beyond a doubt the most broken part of the game. Rockets should have a (high)
chance of being blocked by cover as they're direct fire weapons as opposed to grenade launchers that would arc over said cover.
Also consider that an RPG and AT rocket are two VERY different weapon systems. The current design of the rocket systems
literally make every other weapon inferior in almost every situation.

  The lack of any medical support for troops means wounded men are a liability until they die. There are multiple ways to fix
this, either through medics that heal over time out of combat (maintaining the sense of pressure intrinsic in the game) or via
insta-heal when reinforcing from a Landing Pad. The latter is easier to do as it applies the current system for mech repair to
infantry.

Overall it's an impressively designed game with some rather dated graphics and a couple glaring issues, though for my money
it's a great purchase. If the problems it has were fixed I think it'd be better than CoH, but that's just my opinion.. I do NOT
recommend this game to anyone. There were repeated bugs that made the game unplayable from the very beginning. I was
unable to open passages to continue past the first and second areas, after several restarts.. Car floats across the track with no
differnece with handling upgrades, still with practice its playable worth 50 cents for sure but overall its only a 50 cents game so
dont expect much.. It's a pretty neat idea.
Being able to play online with friends you can't really meet in the real life; the rooms not being constricted with real-life laws
and available space; the option to play in VR or with keyboard and mouse (sadly, controller support is broken as far as I've
seen...)
They're all great assets to have, too bad the execution is lacking.

The mine itself and the puzzles are nicely designed... It felt like a genuine escape room but set in an actual mine-like location
which would be impossible for the real escape room games. Sadly everything else holds it back.
Things like the players being, instead of actual characters, a bunch of floating torsos of test dummies that hold things with
invisible arms;
general lack of animation, especially noticeable with the dynamite puzzles where instead of exploding, the walls just blink out of
existence;
nonsensical puzzles, like finding a skeleton arm locked in a chest, then placing it on the skeleton standing nearby to have a
hammer appear out of thin air in his hand;
unfinished pieces of the level, like random strings of cables hanging in mid-air, attached to nothing, and cracks in the ceiling,
through which you can see outside the game like it was made out of mismatched puzzle pieces;
inconsistencies, like all interactive objects having a thick, bright outline when you point at it... except one, which hides one of
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the items crucial to the progression;
the hint system giving you straight-up answers to the puzzles (sometimes to several puzzles at once,) instead of actual hints;
the timer being inconsequential, letting you continue the game after running out like nothing is wrong...

There's a bunch of little thing like that, which throw people out of the immersive experience, but there are even worse things.
Mainly, while handling of the items is generally unwieldy, they also often clip through the level and disappear from your hand,
never to be seen again... Thankfully, while playing, we lost only the items that didn't matter, so we were able to actually finish
the game, but I'm pretty sure not everyone was this lucky.

We've played only the Mine level (which, by the way, is the only one free-to-play,) and after seeing all that, we're not inclined to
pay for the rest of them.. Picked this up on sale and is well worth the price of admission imo, dont know why people give a
negative review because they cant handle the motion sickness of vr. I had no issues at all with being dizzy and loved every
second of the thrill ride. If you can handle this kind of ride in real life and have your "vr legs" you will be fine, but of course if
you would sh*t yourself on this ride in real life and\/or you dont have your "vr legs" yet you probably dont want to try this out
unless you lay out a tarp under you and around you. Would and will ride this many times, along with putting others into this.
Very nice game! History, SFX, visuals, everything very nice.
9/10
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